PRESS RELEASE: Abstract Photography at PHOTOSTOP Gallery in White River Junction

Light-Struck: Abstract Photography Today, a juried exhibition, will be on display at the PHOTOSTOP Gallery in White River Junction, VT from September 2-30, 2011. An opening reception will be held on September 2 (a White River Junction, VT First Friday) from 5-8 pm and the public is invited to attend. Exhibit juror Ellen Carey will give a gallery talk at the opening at 7:30 pm on abstract photography.

Considered a pioneer in the camera-less photogram and lens-based Polaroid photographic and contemporary art field, juror Ellen Carey is an internationally and nationally recognized artist, whose work (1978-2010) has been the subject of forty-six one-person exhibitions in museums, alternative spaces and commercial galleries and several hundred group exhibitions. Carey is an Associate Professor of Photography at the Hartford Art School in Connecticut.

About Vermont Art Zine

Vermont Art Zine provides writeups and reviews of Vermont exhibitions great and small, publishes essays on a range of matters of interest to our visual arts community, and posts links to art resources, portfolios, and blogs by Vermont artists and others (see below). We hope to broaden the range of venues and artists under general discussion with the goal of fostering greater aesthetic awareness, stronger support for the visual arts, and the creation of a critical community in Vermont, for Vermont.

Vermont Art Zine encourages contributions from Vermont art critics and reviewers, as well as unsolicited contributions on topics in the visual arts from a diverse range of artists’ voices from around the Green Mountain State.

Editor/Publisher: Meg Brazill
vermontartzine@gmail.com

Co-Founders:
Marc Awodey & Janet Van Fleet

Follow us on Facebook

Our facebook page is updated frequently with headlines and images. Please COMMENT and
The Light-Struck exhibition will feature photographs that are, as scholar and curator Lyle Rexer said in his book *The Edge of Vision: The Rise of Abstraction in Photography*, “photographs without pictures, or rather, photographs that refuse to disclose fully the images they contain”. For this show, Carey selected 34 photographs from nearly 400 submitted images. The chosen photographs will be coming to the PHOTOSTOP gallery from all over the continental United States, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and Brazil and will display a wide variety of techniques and approaches to the medium.

PHOTOSTOP Gallery is located at 85 North Main Street, Suite 150, on the first floor in the TipTop Building, White River Jct., VT. Gallery hours are Wednesday through Saturday from noon - 5. First Fridays and opening nights the gallery is open ‘til 8 pm. Other hours are available by appointment. For more information call 802.698.0320 or check the [website](#).

**Images:**
- *Long View*, Julie Anand and Damon Sauer, 108" x 42"
- *Hae #2*, Yong Hee Kim, 8 x 10 Pinhole Cibachrome, 40" x 50"

Send your text and image(s) to: [vermontartzine@gmail.com](mailto:vermontartzine@gmail.com)

**WRITE FOR VERMONT ART ZINE!**

We want Vermont Art Zine to be a commons for our Vermont visual arts community, with information and pictures about shows, artists, and venues around the state. To make that happen, we need artist/writer participation from many, many different voices in many different places in Vermont.

Do you have ideas about issues and hot-button topics in the visual arts? We post questions for response and debate. Let us hear from you!

Write to us at [vermontartzine@gmail.com](mailto:vermontartzine@gmail.com)

**How To Add Your Link**

If you're a Vermont artist or a visual arts presenter, we'd be happy to list your website or blog (one of each) in our LINKS. Send your link to vermontartzine@gmail.com. If you'd put up a reciprocal link, that would be great!
Blog Listing Policy

Vermont Art Zine offers to link to one blog per Vermont artist. Send your request to the addresses above. We reserve the right to remove blogs from this list if they have been without a new post for 6 months. If you use your blog more as a website (that is, you put it up and then more or less leave it, with just occasional updates), ask us to list it under VT Artists instead.

Vermont Artist Blogs

James Vogler
Paint Table
3 hours ago

Painting Story
Skimboarding
13 hours ago

Brattleboro Muse
Blue Heron, Bald Eagle and Crows
16 hours ago

Studio and Garden
Turning to the garden
5 days ago

b mused

1 week ago

BETWEEN WATERS
Book Trailer for THE ISLAND OF ANCIENT LIGHT

2 weeks ago

See Saw
When a blog becomes a book.
2 weeks ago

SDA Vermont
September News

2 weeks ago

Heilig Art Shop
Silver Sea Turtle Pins V.3

2 weeks ago

Art Rolls On
Cuties

4 weeks ago

Two Tigers Creations
Driftwood: A Life in Fragments

1 month ago

Wood Is Art
2 months ago

**Art of the Natural World**
Release the Image: Find your artist within!

**Michael Strauss**
Exhibit in Manchester

**Color Forward - Art and Nature by Ann Young**
A NEW PAINTING BEGUN

2 months ago

**S.P. Goodman**
New exhibit of my work at Edgewater Gallery in Middlebury, VT

3 months ago

**Beth Robinson's Strange Dolls**
Exploration of Decay and the Underworld

**The Sound of Stillness**
Promo Hypermart

3 months ago

**High Tide at the Orpheum**
ground cover in the rain

3 months ago

**Kerin Rose Jewelry**
Under construction......

3 months ago

**Les Aldridge - oil and pencil**
Vermont Artists Listing Policy

We will be happy to link to one website for each Vermont artist. If you have a website and a blog, we will link to one of each. A Vermont artist is someone who resides in the state for more than half the year. Artist websites should be about the visual artwork of the artist. It's OK to sell through your site, but it should be your own work.

VT Artists
The section below lists websites of Vermont galleries, visual arts venues, and non-profit visual arts organizations. It's a useful list for discovering where art is being exhibited and by whom.

**Vermont Art Resources Policy**

**VT Art Resources**
PRESS RELEASE: Rachi Farrow at the Christine Price...

PRESS RELEASE: Persona at the Darkroom Gallery in ...

PRESS RELEASE: Fran Bull at the Calvin Coolidge Li...

REVIEW: Artists Envisioning Tunbridge at the Tunbr...

PRESS RELEASE: SculptFest11 Opens September 10 at ...

PRESS RELEASE: Catherine Childs, "Catchi", at River...

PRESS RELEASE: The Green + Blue Gallery show, Stow...

NEWS: Sculpture carried away by Irene- Stowe

PRESS RELEASE: Group
PRESS RELEASE: Artmaking and Dale Chihuli Sh...

PRESS RELEASE: Opening at Edgewater Gallery TONIGH...

PRESS RELEASE: Bunny Harvey at Korongo Gallery in ...

PRESS RELEASE: HIGHLOW Project Street Exhibit in D...

PRESS RELEASE: Abstract Photography at PHOTOSTOP G...

REVIEW: Karen Peterson Retrospective at Chandler G...

PRESS RELEASE: Pat Adams & Bhakti Ziek at BigTown G...

PRESS RELEASE: Three Floors of International Conte...

PRESS RELEASE: Fifth Annual Exhibition of Fine Art...

PRESS RELEASE: Margo Russell at the Red Mill Galle...

PRESS RELEASE: Judy Kniffin at Bennington Museum i...

PRESS RELEASE: Joan Curtis at Brandon Artists Guil...

PRESS RELEASE: Joseph L. Smongeski at Towle Hill S...

REVIEW: Art in the
PRESS RELEASE: The S.P.A.C.E. and Backspace Galleri...
Exhibition of Vermont Artists with... 

PRESS RELEASE: The Church of Circus in Downtown Bu...

ESSAY: Art Reception at NRG Systems in Hinesburg 

PRESS RELEASE: Closing reception for Catherine Hal... 

► July (30) 
► June (28) 
► May (46) 
► April (38) 
► March (41) 
► February (28) 
► January (29) 

► 2010 (290) 
► 2009 (224)